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The Trust Registration
Service: implications for financial
advisers

The deadline of 1 September 2022 for registration
of express, non-taxable trusts with the Trust
Registration Service (TRS) is fast approaching.
We look at what trustees need to do and which
trusts that are commonly set up by financial
advisers are likely to be affected.
The origins of the TRS
The TRS was originally set up as part of
the UK’s response to the 4th Anti-Money
Laundering Directive in order to meet its
obligations to collate information about UK
taxable trusts. Following the introduction
of the 5th Anti-Money Laundering Directive
in January 2020 the ambit of the TRS
has been extended to cover non-taxable
express trusts, unless they are out-ofscope. (Express trusts are those trusts
which are deliberately created as compared
to trusts which arise due to the operation of
law, for example resulting and constructive
trusts). In addition to creating the register,
the government will be required to share
data from it with a specified range of
persons under certain circumstances.
Data to be provided
A broad range of information has to be
provided when registering the trust, much of
it centred around the identity of the trustees,
beneficiaries and those people with control
over the trust such as protectors and
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others. The time limits for registration are
1 September 2022 for trusts in existence
on 6 October 2020 and ninety days from
their creation for trusts set up after 1
September 2022 or within the 90 day period
beforehand.
Out of scope trusts
Trusts declared by HMRC to be out-ofscope do not need to be registered. These
include trusts which come into existence for
minor beneficiaries under the intestacy rules,
jointly owned property when the legal and
beneficial owners are the same, and Will
trusts where the trust property is distributed
within two years of the deceased’s death.
Whilst trusts created by a parent’s Will in
favour of their child aged under 18, or aged
between 18 and 25, do not have to be
registered a trust created by a Will to hold
the family home (usually with the surviving
spouse having a life interest) will be required
to register unless the trust comes to an end
within two years of the deceased’s death.

Welcome to the

March 2022 edition of
the Wealth, Health and
Inheritance Briefing
This edition reaches you
in uncertain and turbulent
times but we hope you are
well.
An upcoming issue of
importance for those advising private
clients is the expansion of the Trust
Registration Service to express, nontaxable trusts. We examine how this will
affect the type of trusts most commonly
used by financial advisers in their planning.
Drawing up a Lasting Power of Attorney
continues to be a useful tool for managing
finances in the event of incapacity. Our
case study illustrates, however, the need
for attorneys to educate themselves about
the extent of their powers, particularly in
relation to making gifts.
Also in this issue: our Taunton team
outlines three useful tax tips for farmers
when passing on their farm to the next
generation, while our later life commercial
property team looks at forthcoming
changes to ground rents that are likely
to force retirement developments into
new funding arrangements for communal
facilities.
Our next issue will be in the summer.
Please get in touch if you have any
feedback on this edition or have
suggestions for topics that you would like
us to include.
Anthony Fairweather
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The Trust Registration Service: continued
Trusts of particular relevance to financial advisers and
wealth managers
Trusts are of course frequently used in the context of financial
advice, from the simple case of a life insurance policy being
placed in trust to prevent the proceeds becoming subject to
inheritance tax, to more complex planning such as gift and loan
trusts. Advisers need to be aware of when such trusts will require
registration.
A trust holding a life policy which only pays out on death, terminal
or critical illness or the permanent or temporary disablement of the
person assured will be excluded even if the policy has a surrender
value such as a whole of life policy. By comparison if the whole of
life policy is surrendered and the policy proceeds are retained in
the trust, registration will then be required. If the policy pays out on
death the trust will be excluded from registration for two years from
the date of death.
However, investment bonds with periodic payments in the form
of surrender or part surrender are not excluded from registration.
HMRC states that this is “because the withdrawals are intended
from the outset”. For example, if a client takes out an investment
bond which is put into trust and they withdraw 5% per annum,
HMRC states that as “the withdrawals are anticipated as an integral
part of the design of the policy” they constitute pay outs. As the

pay outs do not occur on the occasions listed above in relation to
life policies (ie death, disablement, critical illness etc) the trust will
have to be registered.
Trusts holding death benefits payable under a retirement policy are
excluded from registration as are trusts holding healthcare policies.
Bare trusts
Bare trusts are arguably used more often since the change in the
trust laws in 2006 with a parent perhaps transferring or buying
investments in their name and holding them on trust for their
minor child. Such trusts will have to be registered, although bank
accounts held on bare trust for a minor child aged under sixteen or
for an older incapable person will not. Financial products described
as trusts, but not in reality trusts (for example, Child Trust Funds),
perhaps self-evidently will not have to register.
Further advice
Clarke Willmott has a large trust team and will be registering many
trusts. If you need any further advice on the process, or would like
us to assist you, please get in touch.
Manjit Kaur
Associate
0345 209 1295
manjit.kaur@clarkewillmott.com

Limits of Lasting Powers of Attorney
Lasting Powers of Attorney (LPAs) are becoming increasingly important
legal documents as people live to more advanced ages and the incidence
of dementia increases.
Properly used LPAs are a useful legal tool and can facilitate the
management of an incapable person’s financial affairs without the
necessity of a Court of Protection application for the appointment
of a Deputy.
An online process exists for making LPAs, and while this may have
simplified the creation of powers of attorney, it should be remembered that the law surrounding both capacity issues and the Mental
Capacity Act 2005 (MCA) is complex. As a result, it is vital that
attorneys acquaint themselves with the scope of their duties and
the extent of their powers.
How LPAs can be mis-used
A recent court case illustrates how attorneys can find themselves
in difficulties because of a lack of knowledge of the relevant law.
Conchetta Chandler (Ms Chandler) was born in Italy but moved
to the Midlands where she married and had four children. Her
property, 34 Mallaby Close, was owned in her sole name following
her divorce in the 1980s. In 2016 Ms Chandler instructed solicitors
to transfer a half share in Mallaby Close to her daughter, Janet

Lombardi, and to make LPAs in favour of Janet. The solicitors
clearly had concerns about the instructions as they refused to act,
believing that getting involved would “come back to bite them”.
Later in 2016 LPAs were drawn up in favour of Janet without a
solicitor being involved. The following year Ms Chandler moved into
a care home as she was suffering with dementia. Janet was by that
time living at Mallaby Close. In June 2018 Janet transferred Mallaby
Close into the joint names of herself and her mother signing under
the LPA on behalf of her mother. The transfer was duly registered at
the Land Registry, but later challenged by Ms Chandler’s son. Ms
Chandler died in January 2019 of End Stage Dementia.
The court’s decision
The court referred to evidence of Ms Chandler’s capacity that had
been produced at various times, but in fact that evidence was irrelevant. The transfer had not been entered into by Ms Chandler but
by her daughter purportedly acting under the LPA.
Under the MCA attorneys have only limited powers to make gifts
(for example on birthdays, at Christmas and on other customary
occasions). A gift by an attorney of an interest in a house is outside
of the powers conferred on attorneys by the MCA, a fact of which
Janet said she was unaware. Consequently, the judge declared
the gift to be void and ordered the Land Register to be rectified,
reversing the purported gift.
As this case illustrates, it is vital that attorneys inform themselves
about the MCA and its Code of Practice and take specialist legal
advice if they are at all unsure about the extent of their powers and
duties.
Anne Minihane
Partner
0345 209 1391
anne.minihane@clarkewillmott.com
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Three tips for gifts of agricultural property
The growth in property and land values in recent years, and concern about
the long term availability of inheritance tax (IHT) agricultural property relief,
may have encouraged farmers to consider making gifts to the younger
generation.
This is a major life decision and there are a number of tax and other
practical matters to consider. This article looks at just three of the
tax factors your farming clients should bear in mind.
Tip one
Capital gains tax implications: there may be substantial unrealised gains on the property to be given away. A disposal of any
asset by way of a gift is a chargeable disposal for capital gains
tax (CGT) purposes which could potentially give rise to a CGT bill.
This is not an immediate problem as “holdover” relief can often
be claimed on agricultural property deferring any CGT bill until the
recipient of the land disposes of it. However, as the law currently
stands, on the death of an asset holder the value for calculating
any CGT payable on future disposals is increased to the asset’s
value at the date of death. This is known as “the CGT uplift”. If the
land to be given away is likely to stay in the family, the loss of the
CGT uplift will not be an issue, but if a disposal is likely it should be
factored into the decision making process.
Tip two
There are likely to be no immediate IHT issues on the gift of agricultural property provided it is occupied for agricultural purposes and
has been owned for the requisite period to qualify for agricultural
property relief (APR) (for example, two years for vacant possession
property). However, if a gift is made and the recipient disposes of
the property before the donor’s death, APR will be “clawed back”,
meaning that APR is no longer available. Consequently, if the
donor has died within seven years of the gift IHT will be potentially
payable.
The clawback problem can be avoided by making the gift to a trust
rather than to an individual. The trustees then control the disposal
of the land given and can ensure that no disposal takes place until
the donor has survived the gift for seven years when clawback will
no longer be an issue.

There is a second advantage of a gift to a trust compared to a gift
to an individual in these circumstances. Clawback will apply if death
occurs within seven years of the gift. However, if the value of the
gift is within the IHT nil rate band in force at the date of the donor’s
death, not only will there be no lifetime charge to IHT, but the gift
will not be deductible from the donor’s IHT nil rate band available
on their death.
Example: George makes a gift of farmland valued at £300,000 to
a trust in 2020; in 2024 he dies. Clawback applies but there is no
additional tax on the farmland as the gift is within the IHT nil rate
band (of £325,000) in force at George’s death. The value of the
gift remains at nil for cumulation purposes and so a full IHT nil rate
band will be available to deduct against George’s death estate. By
comparison, if the gift of the farmland had been to an individual,
clawback would also have applied, no IHT would be payable on
the gift itself, but it would have used £300,000 of George’s nil rate
band leaving only £25,000 for the death estate.
Tip three
Finally, in contemplating a gift of agricultural assets it is essential
to consider the effect the gift will have on the ability to claim IHT
relief on the retained assets. For example, a gift of a substantial
acreage of land used for agricultural purposes may affect the APR
that could be claimed on the retained farmhouse. This would arise
if HMRC decided that the farmhouse was no longer “of a character
appropriate” to the surrounding retained farmland and denied APR
on its value.
Tom Chiffers
Partner
0345 209 1693
tom.chiffers@clarkewillmott.com
David Maddock
Partner
0345 209 1205
david.maddock@clarkewillmott.com
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Changes to ground rent and service

charges for later living developments

Changes to ground rent and service charges are expected to come into
force this year and are likely to force retirement property developments to
use new funding arrangements for communal facilities.
Many later living developments contain a wide range of communal
facilities and services to enhance the appeal of these types of
developments to residents. Communal areas (commonly lounges
and gardens) will generally be managed by the developer or a
management company and the residents may also have access to
on-site facilities such as a fitness centre, laundry services, cinema
or swimming pool. In the Clarke Willmott 2021 Retirement
Living survey, 51.56% of respondents said that these facilities
were most important to them when looking for a retirement
development.
Historically, the costs of providing communal facilities have been
recovered by way of a ground rent and service charge. In our
survey, 57.99% of Clarke Willmott’s respondents said that the
cost of service charge and ancillary costs would be their main
reservation about moving into a later living development. The
Leasehold Reform (Ground Rent) Act 2022 (the “Act”) is
expected to come into effect later this year and, once implemented,
will significantly restrict a developer’s ability to recover these costs
from residents.
The Act will prevent landlords in England and Wales from charging
ground rents exceeding a nominal amount in new leases of
residential properties. The Act is intended to protect tenants from
high ground rents from which they receive no benefit, but the
reforms may cause problems for developers of later living schemes
in the future.
Potential changes in the law
The Act was given Royal Assent on 8 February 2022 and is
expected to come into force within six months of Royal Assent.
The Act is not retrospective so existing leases will be unaffected
and will not require amendment. The Act does not affect the
payment and collection of service charges.
During the Act’s review stage, the Select Committee received
a range of responses from representatives within the later living
sector. Whilst traditional letting schemes focus on achieving a
high density of lettable units, the area occupied by communal
areas within retirement developments can amount to up to 30% of
the total floor space. Ground rents are often a central part of the
funding structure of these developments and they allow developers
to provide and maintain the facilities enjoyed by the residents.
Despite the representations the Act will apply to the later living
sector. Section 25 of the proposed Act includes a small concession
as the Act will come into force no earlier than 1 April 2023 in
respect of leases of retirement homes (where the occupier must be
aged 55 or over).
What are the issues to be aware of?
The ground rent paid by later living residents is usually higher
than for a traditional new build development site where a higher

density of dwellings and fewer amenities is common. Service
charge contributions for later living residents can be thousands
of pounds a year depending on the type of facilities available, the
size of the dwellings and the estate. In addition, most potential
purchasers will be aware or will be advised that they will be liable
to pay an additional charge (usually based on a percentage of
the sale price) if they (or their family) sell the property in the future.
Whilst developers need to ensure that the costs of maintaining the
facilities are covered by the service charge and/or ground rent, they
will also need to ensure that potential purchasers are not dissuaded
by overly expensive costs, whether prior to the Act being passed or
afterwards.
Following implementation of the Act, developers will need to
consider how the ongoing costs of running a later living complex
can be recovered without affecting the viability of developments
and they may face challenges in respect of sales if the ground
rent income is recovered from other heads of income. The Act
only applies to leases granted after the implementation date and
landlords of existing later living schemes will need to keep in mind
that the measures will mean some occupants are charged ground
rent, whereas some are not.
As a result of the changes, developers may need to reconsider their
funding models in order to continue providing communal facilities
at the current level. Measures which could be considered include
charging a higher premium for leases at the time of sale, levying a
separate ongoing charge or making an additional charge for the
use of some premium facilities.
Connie O’Donnell
Associate
0345 209 1131
connie.o’donnell@clarkewillmott.com
Jessamy Warren
Solicitor
0345 209 1333
jessamy.warren@clarkewillmott.com
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